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6. INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING 

1. What is Pre-processor directive? 

   Pre processor are the compiler directive statements which direct the compiler to process the 

information  provided before actual compilation starts. They are lines starts with # include in the 

program but not the part of it. 

2. What is the use of header files in C++ program? 

     Header files have extension  .h available along with compiler. It give support information  about 

functions, objects or derived data types. 

Eg. # include <iostream.h> 

iostream.h give information about the object cin and cout. 

3.  What is the use of main() in C++ ? 

   The execution of C++ program begins at main() and ends within main(). All other function used in 

the program are called from main(). 

4. What are L value and R value of variable? 

   A variable is associated with two values, L-value, its address and R-value, its content.  

5. What is garbage value of a variable? 

   It is the unpredictable value assigned to a variable at the time of its declaration.  

6. What is initialization and  dynamic initialization of variables? 

   Supplying value to a variable at the time of its declaration is called variable initialization.    

      Eg. Int x=100; 

   If the variable initialized during  the execution of the program is known as dynamic initialization. 

     Eg. Int  i=p*n*r/100; 

7. Why do const is known as access   modifier? 

   The const key word is used in the variable declaration  to make its access read only, ie we can’t 

change its value 

  Eg. Const  float  p=3.14; 

So const is known as access modifier.  
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8. What is type modifier in C++? 

  Type modifiers are given in the variable declaration to alter the size , range and precision of the 

variable. Important type modifiers are signed , unsigned, long and short. 

9. What are arithmetic assigned operators in C++? 

    arithmetic assigned operators are C++ short hands used to represent arithmetic binary operations 

such as +,-,*,/. 

  By this method  

  A=a+10 ;  can be written as   a+=10; 

Eg.  a-=10; ,    a*=10;     a/=10; 

10. What is increment and decrement operators in C++? 

   ++ is the increment operator in C++  used to incrementing the content of an integer value by one. 

 Eg. ++a;  , a++; 

     -- is the increment operator in C++  used to decrementing the content of an integer value by one. 

 Eg. --a;  , a- -; 

  There are two forms of increment/decrement operators, prefix form and post fix form.  

Prefix form:  Here the operator is placed before the operand 

Eg. int a=10; 

C=++a;  or c=- -a; 

   So the incrementation /decrementation takes first and then the assignment takes place(ie. Change 

and then use method) 

Postfix form:  Here the operator is placed after the operand 

Eg. int a=10; 

C=a++;  or c=-a- -; 

   So the incrementation /decrementation done after the assignment takes place(ie. Use and then 

change method).  
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11.  What is mean by precedence of operators? 

   It is the order of operations will carried out in C++ when different operations are used with 

operands. 

1. ( )    Parenthesis 

2. ++, --, size of  Unary operator 

3. *, /,  %  

4. +, - 

5. =, <, >  etc      Relational operators 

6. ==, != 

7. && 

8. !! 

9. ? : 

10. =, +=   etc  arithmetic assignment operator 

11. ,   comma 

 

12.  What are the type conversion methods in C++? 

 

In  the case of different types of numeric data are involved in an operator conversion 

techniques are applied (eg. 5/ 2.0). So the data type of one operand is converted in to 

another and is called type conversion. There are two  ways 

a). Implicit type conversion(Type Promotion) 

   It is done by C++ compiler internally. In expression where different types of operands 

involved, C++ convert the lower sized operand to higher sized operand . So it is known as type 

promotion. 

  Eg.   int a,c; 

   Float  b; 

 a=2; 

b=5.2; 

 c=a+b;         Here c is promoted to float and result will be 7.2. 

b). Explicit Conversion ( Type casting) 

 Here the programmer explicitly cast a data to the desired type.  Usually it is done in 

variables in expressions.     


